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Corrosion Passivation Ballast Tanks  

Vessel: Marianne G 

Owner: Rederij Groen, The Netherlands 

Superintendent: Matthijs Seket 

Project management: nC Marine, Rob van Hoorn 

Project period: November 2015 

 

 

 

On November 10th, 2015, nC Marine’s projectmanager Rob van Hoorn arrives on board of Rederij Groen’s vessel 

Marianne G and together with superintendent Matthijs Seket and Dunatec’s CEO Erik Richter a pump plan is 

discussed to determine in which order the ballast tanks are to be treated with nC Nano Corrosion Passivator (NCP).  

All tanks show spot corrosion. Most tanks have visible corrosion under the hardcoating, as bubbles and blisters are 

present. The insides of the manhole covers, as well as the stairs inside the tanks, show severe corrosion. The 

approach is that nC treats the tanks from forepeak back to aft. Flooding of tanks SB and PS side is done 

simultaneously.  

All manhole covers are already removed beforehand, so all tanks are well ventilated. All tanks are dry. All tanks are 

clean, no mud, scale or grease is present, so commencing to work can be done right away. 

  

   

Project                                                              

Situation  before start                                                            
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Day 1. All tanks get a NCP-treatment. First, all tanks, in the order agreed upon, were filled up to a level where the 

largest uninterrupted m² surface of water can be established. This in order to enable the NCP to spread over the 

largest possible amount of water surface.  

After doing this, the calculated amounts of NCP are introduced to the ballast tanks, by means of pouring. Then the 

tanks are slowly pumped to full with ballast water, thus enabling the NCP to deposit itself on the web frame of the 

vessel. Manholes are covered and bolted, so all tanks can be massively filled to 100%.  

Tanks BWT 4P and 4S are filled including the vent shafts. After filling, the tanks are left to rest for a while (over 60 

mins) and then emptying of the tanks is carried out. The tanks are now fully covered and passivated and are ready for 

inspection the next day.  

Day 2. All tanks are checked on coverage with NCP. The condition after treatment during Day 1 is stated below: 

TANK CONDITION BEFORE NCP COVERAGE AFTER PARTICULAR DETAILS 

FPK Severe corrosion Fully covered and 

passivated 

Manhole area/neck got 

subsequent treatment by 

brushing extra NCP 

BWT 4P Corroded Fully covered and 

passivated 

None 

BWT 4S Corroded Fully covered and 

passivated 

None 

BW 3P Corroded, severe 

corrosion on tank tops and 

pipes 

Fully covered and 

passivated 

Longitudinal profile 

tanktop got subsequent 

treatment by brushing 

Execution of Work 

Spreading the NCP (BWT 3SB). Clearer water has to be covered yet. Brown opaque areas are well spread. 
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extra NCP 

BW 3S Corroded, severe 

corrosion on tank tops and 

pipes 

Fully covered and 

passivated 

Several spots on tanktop 

got subsequent treatment 

by brushing extra NCP 

TANK CONDITION BEFORE NCP COVERAGE AFTER PARTICULAR DETAILS 

BW 2P Corroded, severe 

corrosion on tank tops and 

pipes 

Fully covered and 

passivated 

None 

BW 2S Corroded, severe 

corrosion on tank tops and 

pipes 

Fully covered and 

passivated 

None 

BW 1P Corroded Fully covered and 

passivated 

Several spots on tanktop 

got subsequent treatment 

by brushing extra NCP 

BW 1S Corroded Fully covered and 

passivated 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

The next points of interest should be considered: 

 

 NCP separates oxidation from sound metal. This means bigger rustflakes are undermined and will come 

loose. This could lead to plugging of the suction mouth in the tank. Please check if large amounts of rust are 

loose on the tank bottom AFTER THE FIRST JOURNEY AT SEA after the treatment is done. Check ΔP (Delta 

P; pressure change) of pumping system if possible. 

 NCP undermines corrosion that occurs under visible (but not actual) sound looking coating. This means  

unexpected areas of corrosion could fall off. Underneath the metal is passivated, but again the risk of plugging 

the suction mouth occurs. Check ΔP during emptying. 

 It is wise to inspect the tanks after a couple of times of ballasting, or, in case of not being ballasted at all, after 

3 months. If clear new flash rust occurs, this is a sign that the NCP has not covered that spot. If the corroded 

areas show an uniformly greyish or anthracite trace and if the corroded areas show a brown/reddish gloom, 

everything is perfectly allright. 

 All tanks hold a residue of NCP. This enables the tanks to “retreat” themselves in case of later welded areas. 

Always check if new inserts start corroding around the welds, subsequent treatment can be carried out by 

brushing.  

 In case of sailing through a storm, additional rust flakes will come off. Check ΔP during pumping. 

 NCP will descale pipes and tubes insides, when it is pumped through.  

 

 

Post treatment and points of interest 
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Tanktops and pipes show severe corrosion (BWT2 and 3). This will flake off leaving an anthracite to grey colour. 

NCP is fully covering the areas treated as the film layer shows (BWT 4S). NCP will eventually leave a dry film. 
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nC Nano Corrosion Passivator is designed to stop the corrosion process. Material thickness will remain stationary, 

without the need for sandblasting, coating or other expensive and time-consuming work and materials, as NCP Marine 

can be applied by flushing the ballast water tanks, rudders, voids or other spaces, and if necessary by spraying or 

brushing. If you have a material thickness that is sufficient now, but will be subject to replacement during the next 

special or intermediate survey, here is your solution to keep thickness as it is right now. 

NCP Marine works through a process called chelation in which large synthetic molecules form a bond with the iron 

behind the rust, thereby pulling the loose iron oxide from the surface. NCP Marine forms a flexible barrier  inside the 

capillar and intermolecular structure of the metal surface. The formulation passivates the metal corrosion process. 

 

 

  

 

. 

 

About nC Nano Corrosion Passivator Marine 

DAY 2: NCP is fully covering the areas treated. Already the webframe shows an anthracite trace (FPK). 
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